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Coherence in the B800 Ring of Purple Bacteria LH2
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We study the quantum coherence in the B800 ring and how it affects the dynamics of excitation energy
transfer (EET) in photo-synthetic light-harvesting systems. From an analysis of the spectrum, we
determine the disorder parameters for the B800 ring and show that the relatively weak electronic coupling
between B800 pigments subtly changes the dynamics of EET and improves the uniformity and robustness
of B800! B850 EET at room temperature, an example of how a multichromophoric assembly can
exploit coherence to optimize the efficiency of photosynthesis. A molecular-level description for the
dynamics of EET in the light-harvesting system may prove useful for understanding other nanoscale
molecular assemblies and designing efficient nanoscale optical devices.
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The optical properties of nanoscale molecular aggre-
gates have drawn considerable attention both experimen-
tally and theoretically due to their important role in
biological processes and synthetic molecular devices. One
of the most studied molecular assemblies is the photo-
synthetic unit of purple bacteria [1–3], in which light-
harvesting antenna systems capture solar energy and trans-
fer the excitation energy to the reaction center to drive the
photo-synthetic reaction. These light-harvesting com-
plexes store and transfer excitation energy with astonish-
ingly high efficiency (above 95%); thus, understanding the
underlying design principles of photo-synthetic light-
harvesting systems can lead to improvements of the design
of synthetic antenna devices.

The high-resolution x-ray structures of the LH2 com-
plexes of purple bacteria revealed remarkable symmetry in
the arrangement of bacteriochlorophylls (BChls) in the
pigment-protein complexes and have motivated extensive
studies on those systems [4,5]. For example, the LH2
complex of Rhodopseudomonas acidophila (Rps.) carries
27 BChl a molecules in two concentric rings embedded in
the surrounding proteins; 9 of the BChl molecules form the
B800 ring which absorbs maximally at 800 nm, and the
other 18 form the B850 ring which absorbs maximally at
850 nm. The entire complex has ninefold symmetry. The
BChl molecules in the B850 ring are closely packed, which
leads to strong electronic coupling of�300 cm�1 between
adjacent pigments [6]. In contrast, the large distance be-
tween adjacent BChl molecules results in weak nearest-
neighbor couplings (��27 cm�1) in the B800 ring [7,8].

In order to understand the nature of excitations and
dynamics of excitation energy transfer (EET) in the LH2
complexes of purple bacteria, a molecular-level descrip-
tion is essential. Spectroscopic studies, especially recent
single-molecule (SM) experiments, have significantly ad-
vanced our knowledge about these processes; however, a
detailed understanding is still not at hand, mainly due to
the difficulty of characterizing the quasistatic disorder due
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to the slow fluctuations of local protein environments and
pigment structures in LH2. These fluctuations can lead to
disorder in the excitation energies of the BChl molecules in
a single LH2 complex (intracomplex energy disorder). In
addition, both ensemble [9] and SM [10] spectroscopy
show that there is also intercomplex disorder that changes
the average excitation energy in each LH2 complexes. It
has been clearly established that quantum coherence in the
B850 ring of LH2 plays a crucial role in light-energy
harvesting, storage, and transfer [11–13]. Because the
electronic coupling between B850 BChls is sufficiently
large [1,3,14], a delocalized Frenkel exciton description
is required for B850 excited states. In contrast, for the
B800 ring, excitations are usually considered to be local-
ized on individual pigments because the couplings between
B800 BChls are smaller than the energetic inhomogene-
ities in the system [9,10]. Although SM studies using
polarization-dependent spectroscopic techniques have pro-
vided strong evidence that excitations in the B800 band are
delocalized on two or three pigments [15,16], the effect of
the B800 coherence is usually not considered. In this
Letter, we focus on the B800 ring of Rps. and demonstrate
that, contrary to conventional wisdom, quantum coherence
in the B800 ring cannot be neglected. We show that the
type and degree of disorder in the B800 ring can be
extracted from the ensemble spectrum, and that the effect
of coherence in the B800 ring subtly changes both the
spectrum and EET dynamics in the LH2.

We consider a single system of N pigments in a circular
geometry described by the exciton Hamiltonian

H �
XN

n�1

Enjnihnj �
X

n�m

Jnmjnihmj; (1)

where jni denotes a Qy excited state localized at site n, En
is the excitation energy of jni, and Jnm is the electronic
coupling between jni and jmi. For the B800 ring, the
couplings between the next-nearest-neighbor pigments
are weak; therefore, we consider only the nearest-neighbor
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FIG. 1 (color online). Results for �I � 10 cm�1, �D �
60 cm�1, and �J � 15 cm�1. (a) The simulated density of states
and spectral line shape. The open circle denotes the experimental
spectrum. (b) Scatter plot of normalized dipole moment and
(c) participation ratio for exciton states of 100 realizations of
B800 rings. The solid lines are average values.
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couplings Jn;n�1. To consider static disorder, we treat En
and Jn;n�1 as having random components: En � E�0� �
�EI � �ED�n� and Jn;n�1 � J�0� � �J�n�, where E�0�
and J�0� are ensemble average values, �EI is the intercom-
plex energy disorder for the ring, �ED�n� is the intracom-
plex energy disorder (diagonal disorder) at site n, and
�J�n� is the disorder in the nearest-neighbor coupling
(off-diagonal disorder). We assume �EI, �ED�n�, and
�J�n� are independent Gaussian random variables with
zero mean and standard deviations �I, �D, and �J, re-
spectively. Given �I, �D, and �J, we numerically generate
and diagonalizeH to obtain eigenstates,Hj��i � "�j��i,
where "� is the excitation energy of the �th exciton state,
and the eigenfunction j��i �

P
nc

�
n jni. If the transition-

dipole moment of jni is denoted as ~�n, the transition-
dipole moment of j��i can be written as ~M� �P
nc
�
n ~�n. The ensemble spectral line shape can then be

represented as I�!� � h
P
�j ~M�j

2��!� "��is, where the
bracket h. . .is represents the ensemble average over static
disorder. To compute I�!�, Monte Carlo simulations are
carried out using 100 000 realizations of disordered H.
Note that we only consider static disorder at this stage;
electron-phonon coupling and other dynamical effects are
neglected. Because the B800 BChls are weakly coupled to
phonon modes and the observed homogeneous linewidth is
much smaller than the inhomogeneities in the B800 band,
at low temperatures static disorder dominates the line
shape and dynamical effects are negligible [15,17].

We examine the B800 ring of Rps. for which N � 9 and
J�0� � �27 cm�1 [8]. In addition, we assume j ~�nj � �0

with dipole orientations taken from the x-ray data [4].
Spectra with a broad range of�I,�D, and �J are simulated
and compared to a low-temperature ensemble spectrum
from the Köhler group [18]. We find reasonable fits located
at �I � 10� 5 cm�1, �D � 60� 10 cm�1, and �J �
15� 5 cm�1. Our fit also indicates that the off-diagonal
disorder cannot be ignored. In addition, our estimate of �D
is in excellent agreement with SM experiments [10], pro-
viding an independent confirmation to the interpretation of
the SM experiments, and demonstrating the possibility of
extracting the degree of disorder and coherence from en-
semble measurements.

Figure 1(a) shows the simulated density of states and
spectral line shape for an ensemble of B800 rings with
�I � 10 cm�1, �D � 60 cm�1, and �J � 15 cm�1.
While the density of states is a symmetric function, the
spectral line shape is asymmetric. The maximum of the
line shape is redshifted from the average energy, and a
pronounced tail in the blue side of the band can be clearly
seen. We also compare the simulated spectrum to the low-
temperature ensemble spectrum. The excellent agreement
indicates that although the B800 line shape is dominated by
inhomogeneous line broadening, as expected, the effect of
coherence exists and results in the blue tail. Since the
absorption spectrum is modeled as the density of states
weighted by the dipole strength j ~M�j

2, the asymmetric line
02810
shape indicates an asymmetric distribution in dipole
strengths. Figure 1(b) shows the distribution of dipole
moments as a function of the relative B800 excitation
energy. The distribution exhibits an anticorrelated behav-
ior; the states in the red side of the band have stronger
dipole strengths than those in the blue side. The redistrib-
ution of dipole moments indicates that the excitations are
coherently delocalized to some extent. In Fig. 1(c), we
show the distribution of the participation ratio P� �P
njc

�
n j

4 [20] for the B800 excitations. Note that the inverse
of P� is a measure of the delocalization length. The
average participation ratio ranges from 0.4 in the center
to about 0.9 in both edges of the band, indicating that
exciton states at the edges of the band are more localized,
as expected. A majority of the states have participation
ratio in a range from 0.25 to 0.6, corresponding to delocal-
ized excitons on 2–4 pigments. For the set of disorder
parameters that reproduces the low-temperature ensemble
spectrum of the B800 ring of Rps., our calculation clearly
shows that the coherence in the B800 ring cannot be
neglected, and the blue tail in the ensemble spectrum is
actually a signature of the quantum coherence. A pro-
nounced blue tail is also observed in the B800 absorption
spectrum at room T, suggesting that the dynamical local-
ization effects at higher temperatures do not fully destroy
the coherence in the B800 ring. In addition, Matsuzaki
et al. [21] studied an LH2 complex of Rps. containing
only one BChl800 molecule, with no possible coherence.
The spectrum of this B800-deficient sample shows a more
Gaussian-like profile, supporting our interpretation of the
effect of coherence.

Since the average participation ratio is close to 0.5 in a
broad range of the B800 band, a reasonable zeroth-order
description for the B800 excited states is a coherent exci-
tation delocalized on nearest-neighbor dimers. We have
simulated the B800 spectrum using a dimer Hamiltonian
with diagonal and off-diagonal static disorder, and the
result successfully captures the important spectral signa-
tures. In the following, we will apply the dimer picture to
3-2
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FIG. 2. Comparison of the theoretical homogeneous linewidth
with the single-molecule measurements in Ref. [10]. The relative
spectral position is the position of the absorption lines with
respect to the spectral mean of a single B800 ring.
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) The distribution of the theoretical
B800! B850 EET times at kBT � 10 cm�1. (b) The average
B800! B850 rate as a function of the energy relative to the
average B800 excitation energy.
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examine the effect of B800 coherence on the dynamics of
B800 intraband and B800! B850 interband EET.

Dynamics of B800 intraband transfer.—Spectroscopic
experiments have identified a fast decay channel with
wavelength dependent rates in the blue side of the B800
band [10,22–24]. This extra decay channel has been at-
tributed to B800 intraband EET [24,25], and its dynamics
has been described either as incoherent hopping of excita-
tions between monomers [9,25] or coherent relaxation in
the exciton manifold [10]. However, so far no theoretical
model can quantitatively explain the wavelength depen-
dent rates. We apply a simplified dimer exciton bath to
describe the B800 intraband transfer. Based on Eq. (1), we
use an effective disordered dimer Hamiltonian H0 �
E1j1ih1j � E2j2ih2j � J�j1ih2j � j2ih1j�, with an upper

and a lower dimer exciton state located at E� � �E1 �

E2�=2�
���������������������������������������
�E1 � E2�

2=4� J2
p

. The total Hamiltonian is
H � H0 �Hb � V, where we consider independent
harmonic baths Hb �

P
n!n�b

y
nbn � 1=2� and a general

linear electron-phonon (e-ph) coupling term V �
B1j1ih1j � B2j2ih2j� � Bj�j1ih2j � j2ih1j�, with B� �P
ngn��b

y
n � bn� for � � 1; 2; j. Assuming that B1, B2,

and Bj are not correlated and the e-ph couplings are
weak, we derive the downward relaxation rates �d and �j
using Fermi’s golden rule, where �d and �j are relaxation
rates due to diagonal (B1 and B2) and off-diagonal (Bj)
e-ph couplings, respectively. We calculate the functions
C��t� � hB��t�B��0�ieq from a spectral function that fits
the BChl molecular spectrum [19],

P
ng

2
n���!�!n� �

���0:5!� 0:58!2=!c�e�!=!c , where �� represents rela-
tive e-ph coupling strengths and !c � 100 cm�1 is the
cutoff frequency. We assume the lifetimes and homoge-
neous linewidths of B800 excited states are determined
exclusively by the B800 downward relaxation and B800!
B850 EET. At low temperatures, the linewidths of the
upper and lower levels are �U � �0 � �d � �j and �L �
�0, respectively, where we have assumed a constant
B800! B850 rate �0. Using the same disorder parameters
as before and �0 � 1:7 cm�1, we calculate the average
linewidth across the B800 band at T � 0 K as a function of
relative spectral position. In Fig. 2, we show two theoreti-
cal curves, one with only diagonal e-ph coupling (�d-only)
and the other with only off-diagonal e-ph coupling
(�j-only), and compare them with the homogeneous
linewidths measured in low-temperature SM experiments
[10]. For the �j-only case, we use �j � 0:04 to obtain the
best fit to the experiment. For the �d-only case, �1 � �2 �
0:1 is used. Both models give reasonable e-ph coupling
strengths and are in qualitative agreement with experiment.
Note that the �j-only model describes the wavelength
dependence and the activation of the relaxation channel
semiquantitatively, and is also consistent with hole-burning
experiments [22,25]. Our result suggests that B800 intra-
band EET is due to phonon induced relaxation in the
exciton manifold, and that the phonon induced fluctuations
02810
in J play a major role in the process. Note that our model
includes hopping between nearest-neighbor sites in the
E� J limit.

Dynamics of B800! B850 transfer.—Much effort has
been focused on the calculation of the B800! B850 EET
rate within a single LH2 [11–13]. However, while the
coherence in the B850 ring has been proved to be crucial
for the efficient B800! B850 EET, the B800 coherence
was generally neglected. To study the effect of the B800
coherence, we consider theoretical B800! B850 rates for
two simplified models for the B800 ring: a B800 BChl
monomer, and a B800 BChl dimer that includes the coher-
ence between nearest-neighbor pigments [26]. We assume
the B850 effective Hamiltonian in Ref. [6] and the e-ph
coupling in Ref. [19], and the interactions between B800
and B850 BChls in Ref. [8] are employed. We also con-
sider energetic disorder that reproduces the ensemble spec-
trum of the LH2 from Rps. [27]. B800! B850 EET times
at kBT � 10 cm�1 are calculated using the multichromo-
phoric Förster resonance energy transfer (MC-FRET) the-
ory [13] for the monomer model (�M), and for both the
lower levels (�L) and upper levels (�U) of the dimer model.
Figure 3(a) shows the distributions of the theoretical
B800! B850 EET times. The ensemble average values
of �M, �L, and �U are 1.3 ps, 1.6 ps, and 1.2 ps, respec-
tively. At low temperatures, the equilibrium B800! B850
rate is given by �L. The theoretical value of 1.6 ps is in
agreement with experimental transfer time of 1:6� 0:2 ps
3-3
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determined by femtosecond pump-probe spectroscopy
[23]. In Fig. 3(b), we show the average rate as a function
of the B800 excitation energy for both models. The mono-
mer model gives a relatively weak energy dependence for
the B800! B850 EET rate, a result that is consistent with
the measurement made on B800-deficient LH2 [21]. The
dimer model, however, gives a more dramatic energy
dependence for the B800! B850 EET rate; the rate is
higher in the blue side of the band and lower in the red side
of the band, contrary to the prediction of simple Förster
theory, which would give faster rate for states in the red
side of the band because of their stronger dipole strengths
[see Fig. 1(c)]. Note that with this B850 Hamiltonian, our
calculations suggest that the B800 coherence reduces the
B800! B850 EET rate at low temperatures. At room
temperature, however, the rapid B800 intraband EET al-
lows the upper levels to dominate the B800! B850 dy-
namics, because both upper and lower levels can now
transfer energy to the B850 ring. Thus the efficient B800
intraband EET, due to the B800 coherence, assists the
B800! B850 EET at room temperature. To demonstrate
the effect, we calculate the B800! B850 EET time for the
dimer model at high T, �E � 2�L�U=��L � �U�. In
Fig. 3(a), the distribution of �E is significantly narrower
then the distribution of �M, indicating that the B800 co-
herence makes the B800! B850 EET process more uni-
form and hence more robust. We have also performed
similar calculations using other B850 model Hamil-
tonians, and found that while the values and profiles in
Fig. 3 are sensitive to the electronic couplings between
B850 BChls, the distribution of �E is narrow regardless of
the B850 Hamiltonians used. Thus, the coherence in the
B800 ring creates more uniform pathways for B800!
B850 EET, and increases the rate of EET at room tempera-
ture. Finally, we point out that compared to the SM
measurements shown in Fig. 2, our theoretical result over-
estimates the B800! B850 rate in the red side of the band
by about a factor of 2. While this disagreement does not
alter our conclusion about the B800 intraband EET be-
cause the absolute value is small compared to the B800
intraband EET rate, we believe it indicates that the B850
Hamiltonian needs improvement.

Our calculations suggest that (a) the B800 ensemble line
shape in the purple bacterium Rps. can only be understood
when coherent interactions are included; (b) the B800
intraband energy transfer is described by energy relaxation
in the partially coherent exciton manifold; and (c) the B800
coherence significantly changes the dynamics of the B800
to B850 EET. Additional calculations on Rhodospirillum
molischianum indicate that B800 coherence also plays a
similar role in that structure.
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